
LIGHTING ELEMENT TECHNICAL CARD

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of the products 
in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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25W 3000K 
  

Luminaire details

Supply voltage 220-240V 50-60Hz
included

Insulation class CL I
IP number IP40
Glow wire 650° C
Impact test IK07
European standards EN60598-2-1

Photobiological risk RG0

Lamp details

Lamp LED
Type circular module
CRI >80
CCT 3000 K
SDCM 3
Luminous flux @65°C 3610lm
Power supply 1050mA-24V
IEE A++
Life time >50.000h  L80/B20
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7GL38 - S8672.30 GIOTTO LUX

 

Fixture for direct light complete with a high efficiency LED module with a nominal luminous flux 3610lm. It is made from epoxy polyester
powder coated aluminium stabilized with UV rays and equipped with a frosted polyethylene diffuser, which provides discreet and
effective light without glare. Driver 1050 mA and 390 cm of three-wire electrical cable 3x0,75 mm² included. Its degree of protection
against the penetration of dust, solid objects and liquids is IP40.

 
 

Driver 1050mA

EN62471:2008, EN60825-1
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B I F F I   L u c e
illumina le tue emozioni

25W 3000K dimmable
  

Luminaire details

Supply voltage 220-240V 50-60Hz
included

Insulation class CL I
IP number IP40
Glow wire 650° C
Impact test IK07
European standards EN60598-2-1

Photobiological risk RG0

Lamp details

Lamp LED
Type circular module
CRI >80
CCT 3000 K
SDCM 3
Luminous flux @65°C 3610lm
Power supply 1050mA-24V
IEE A++
Life time >50.000h  L80/B20
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7GL38/D - S8672.30/DIMM GIOTTO LUX

 

Fixture for direct light complete with a high efficiency LED module with a nominal luminous flux 3610lm. It is made from epoxy polyester
powder coated aluminium stabilized with UV rays and equipped with a frosted polyethylene diffuser, which provides discreet and
effective light without glare. Dimmable driver 1050 mA and 390 cm of three-wire electrical cable 5x0,75 mm² included. Its degree of
protection against the penetration of dust, solid objects and liquids is IP40.

 
 

Driver 1050mA

EN62471:2008, EN60825-1
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NOT DIMMABLE
Description: Fixture for diffused light complete with a high efficiency LED module  
(25W power) with nominal flux 3610 lm (3000 K). It is made from epoxy polyester  
powder coated aluminium and equipped with a polished polyethylene diffuser, which 
provides discreet and effective light without glare. Driver and electrical three-wire 
electrical cable 3x0,75 mm2 lenght 390 cm included. The degree of protection against 
the penetration of dust, solid objects and liquids is IP40.

DIMMABLE
Description: Fixture for diffused light complete with a high efficiency LED module  
(25W power) with nominal flux 3610 lm (3000 K). It is made from epoxy polyester  
powder coated aluminium and equipped with a polished polyethylene diffuser, which 
provides discreet and effective light without glare. Dimmable driver and electrical  
five-wire electrical cable 5x0,75 mm2 lenght 390 cm included. The degree of protection 
against the penetration of dust, solid objects and liquids is IP40.


